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AN INVESTIGATION OF REOTANGULAR REINFORCED CONCRlt':rE SLABS
SUPFORTED 0N ALL SIDES
SYNOPSIS
This thesis presents a short historical review or
the theoretical solution of plates supported on all sides.
Present pra.ctical design methods are oovered briefly.
The study of elastic homogeneous isotropic models
made of brass 1s presen.ted and analyzed. The results ot
' ..
, -....
-,.
tests on e1sht. reinforced ooncrete slabs are discussed,
three of whioh wera simply supported and the rest supported
on monolithic reinforced concrete beams. A method of de-
sign is proposed for the ~ectang~lar reinforced concrete
slabs on monolithic reinforced concrete beams.
The appendix pr~sent$ Marcus' theoretical analysis
of the problem of plates supported on all sides.
I. INTRODUCTION
1. Purpose and AcknoWledgment - The purpose of the
investigat10h was to study the design and behavior of reo-
tanlular reinforced ooncrete slabs under uniform loads sup-
ported on all sides. The tests were made at the Fritz Xn-
gineering Laboratory, Lehigh University, 1n cooperation with
the Portland Cement Association. Particular acknowledgment
,-....
....
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1s made to lnge Lyse, Research Professor of Engineering
Materials, to Joseph B. Reynolds, Professor ot Mathematics
and Theoretical Meohanios, and to Mr. A. J. Boase, Manager
of the structural Bureau ot the Portland Cement Associa-
tion, for their valuable advice and continued cooperation
during the course ot the investisatlonj to the members ot
the labora.tory starf for their valuable assistance in the
preparation and testing ot the various slabs: and to the
Lehigh Portland Cement Company and the Bethlehem steel Com-
pany for furnishing various materials.
2. Historical Development - The earliest stUdies
of plate flexure appear to have been prompted by an inter-
est in their vibrations rather than in the stress analysis
or strength. EUler2*, Bernoulli3 , and Mllle. sophi Oermain4
were among the ~loneers in this field. Lagrange, in 1811,
presented what Is no. called Lagrange's equation for the
flexure and vibration of p~ates. This equation, with the
term dep~ndlng.onmotion omitted, is the basia plate equa- .
tion derived in the appendix.
Navler5 in 1820 presented a solution of Lagrange's
equation tor the case of a simply supported rectangular'
plate. Poisson6, in his famous paper on elasticity, pUb-
lished in 1829, derived for the first time Lagrange's
• These numbers refer to the Bibliography
equation on the basis of the stresses and deformations at
all points in the plate. His theoretical solution for
vibrating circular plates oompared favorably with the re·
sults or Savart's tests.
In 1850, Kircho:t"!' pUblished a paper deriving
Lagrange's equation and the corresponding boundary condi-
tions by using the energy principle., or the principle of
least action. He found tour boundary conditions at each
point instead ot Poisson's five. Kelvin and TaitB• in 1867.
showed that' this was only an apparent discrepancy, in that
there was an interrelation between two of Poisson's condi-
tions. Bouissinesq9 established the applicability of Poi-
Bson's and Kirchofrts theories to homogeneous elastic plates
providing that the dimensions are not extreme.
The solution of specific oases ot technical L~port­
anos by general differential equations was the next develop-
ment. The pro.blem or structures, rather than accoustics,
became important. LavoinnelO • in 1872, solved the problem
of a plate boiler bottom supported by stay-bolts. This is
essentially the same condition as occurs in the flat'slab
supported. directly on column capitals, and carrying a uni-
form load. La.voinne, by the use of dOUble-infinite Fourier
series, solved Lagrange's equation tor an infinitely large
plate uniformly loaded. and divided by the supports into
rectangular panels, the supporting torces being uniformly
\
....,
distributed within rectangular areas around the corners of
the panels. Grasborll also treated this problem. G. H.
Bryanl2 , in 1890, analyzed the buckling of a rectangular
elastic plate, due to forced in the plane of the plate.
Maurice Levy13 showed how Lagl'ange t s equation, when applied
to rectangular plates with varS.ous types of supports, could
be integrated by a single-infinite series depending on hy-
perbolic functions, instead of the dOUble-infinite It'ourler
series in Navier's solution.
Mean.hile ,Galliot14" Bach15,16 and Nichols17 de-
rived semi-empirical relations that were baaed partially
on actual test results.
4
Theories applying to plates of ordinary thickness,
as well as to thick plates with a short span. were develop-
ed by Michell18• Love19 , and Dougal20. ~pp121 analyzed
the problem of thin plates with deflections so large that
the bendin's of the cross-section must be considered.
Other solutions of" Lagrange's equation by means of"
various series have been contributed by Hadamard22 , Lauri-
ce11a23 , Happe124" and notasso25• Ritz26 developed an ap-
proximate method whioh has proved to be very effective.
Another approximate :method is that used by N~ H. Nlels61'127
and Marcusl and involves dif"f"erellce equations. The results
obtained by difference equations check vary well with those
of other S'!)lut1ons. Marcus' method 1s covered~ in detail in
the appendix.
I
I'
J
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A-The Importance of the Plate Problem for Reinforced
Concrete Construction.
Concrete design is somewhat different than steel design
in that the members cannot'be assumed to be acting independ-
ently. Floor 'slabs, columns and beams should be treated as,
monolithic sections.
steel design and reinforced concrete design have no",
differed radically until the present time. The future ~n-
alysis of reinforced concrete design lies in the two dimen- '
sional problem such as plates and domes. All reinforced
~. j
6
concrete sections are designed on the basis that the ooncrete
does not take any tensile stress. It is assumed that the ten-
sion conorete ..ill oraok under ordina.ry working stresses. It
is generally agreed that slabs act as a homogeneous isotropio
material before the first craoking ot the concrete. The con-
troversial question conoerns the equilibrium conditions pre-
vailing after craoking and how the reinforcement for suoh
conditions should be designed. An important factor a.s shown
by slab experiments, is the ratio ot safety against cracking
.'
in a plate as compared with that ina beam.
B~The Development of Present Day Theory.
1. The simplest method of analyslsis that in which the
plate is considered divided into parallel beems in one di-
reotion. The advantage ot the continuity between adjacent
beams has been negleoted. In order to insure such contlnu-
1ty in building construction the 1925 German Building Regu-
lations require a minimum amount of tra.nsverse reinforcement.
The simple beam method has the advantage of 'being extremely
simple, but the great disadvantage of neglecting the benefi-
cial plate aotion in floor construction.
2. The second method i$ the so-called cross beams method
in which two sets of .beams at right angles are considered to
carry the load, and in which the defleotions at any point are
equal for the two beams. As shown in Fig. 1, the deflection
i x • rye This is generally called the first plate action re-
quirement. If A 1s the ratio between the two span lengths,
7that is".1. lR ~, 'and C1 and /3 represent the ~nd fixity of the
, 1.
, x
two spans so that the
t . pxli,x = a --rr
we, have:
deflections become:
In Fig. 2 the ordinates tor the load values are given for a
number of points N ot the rectangular plate with various
span ratios. It is noted that near the edges y • !b, the
y-beam sections carry more of the load than they do near ~he
center, although the deflection 1s l.ess. If the line 1 1n
lrig. 2 is replaced by a parabola, we obtain the following
oenter moment for a square plate.
Mm • J.. p12 • ---L pl~ fa O.0730p1296 13.7 (2 )
The plate action effect is seen by the comparison with the
1
center moment for the freely supportedx-sectlon: Mm= ep1~
which would be Obtained by the ussor the first method. The
oross beams method has thus produced an essential reduction
in the center moment due to interaotion of the ~eams in the
two directions. Fig. 2 also shows that the plate action is
reduced to sl~teen peroent and six per cent respectively
when the 'span ratios are 1.5 and 2~O, so that it Is of par-
ticular value only within small limits (about from 1.0 to
1.5). By the cross-beams method, the equation for the de-
flected surface is:
(3 )E (Ix 54r + I y (41) II: p(x,Y)
8x4 Oy4
where Ix and Iy are'the moments or inertia or the plate in
'the directions x and y, and p(x,y) is the load funotion
whioh according' to Dr. Lewe46 oan always be expressed by
FOurier's series.
, .
3. In order to simplify the cross-beams method still
further, tbe center portion of the plate 1s often consid-
ered the only important section. This, however, does not
accurately represent the action that taken place. For'a
square plate under this assumption, Px II: Py • ~, and the
oenter moment:
8
( 4)
This method, although rolatively stmple, is not advisable
because ot tbe larger errors introduced.
4. The third method is that ot considering a homogen-
eous isotropic plate. In this method there is introduced
a twisting moment in addition to the two direct bending
moments and the assumption that the plate is capable ot
withstanding torsional stresses. The probleL~ is statical-
11 determinate only as long as the plate is :fixed at the
corners. If the plate is free to rise at the corners, the
support conditions are statically indeterminate. Itor the
plate with tied corners the deflection ltill'be a.s shown in
Fig. 3 where the twisting betwe,en two adjacent sections
has been indioated. The torsional stress i8 determined by:
(5)
where, the slope in the x or y direction is zero, as in the
center of the plate and at the supports for tUlly fixed
plates, the torsional moment and'torsional stress become
zero. The relationship between shearing and direct stress-
es is shown in Fig. 4. rig. 4d shows the formation of ~he
cracks on the top and bottom labeled rt and rb and the dash-
ed lines at right angles.te the crack represent the lines or
action or tensile stress.
In the special case of treely supported square plates
with symmetrical loading and tied down at the corners, the
normal stresses for elements along the diagonals are of
equal magnitude. We have: ax'" (1y • (1 and 'txy .. 'tyx • -r,
so that the principal stresses along the perpendicular to
the diagonals are: (Fig.5)
(6)
On the top surface of the plate along the diagonal there is
a tensile stress at2 D ~ - a. Perpendioular to the diagon-
al there is a oompressive stress atl = -(a+~). 3irnilarly
on the bottom surface there Is a oompressive stress along
the diagonal: ab2 e -(~-a) and a tensile stress perpen-
dicular thereto abl = a+-r
(7)
(8)
- 10
Since ~ is large and a small near the support (see Fig.Se).
the reinforced concrete slabs develop diagonal cracks first
on the bottom. since atl • O'+~ ,while a consid,erably greater
load is required to cause diagonal cracks on the top because
O't2 • 'l:'-a (see Fig.4).
The square plate si~ply supported on all sides with tied
edges is particularly well suited for experimental purposes
because the bending moment of the external loads with res-
pect to the diagonal section is statically determinate•. For
a uniform.load otp we find trom Fig. 6:
Y
n
• pIa (2.! _~) -= p.12 .dl
2 4 6 24
The assumption that this bending moment Is constant along
the diagonal gives the moment·per unit ot length equal to:
),I' a MD • pIa
D dl 24
The plate theory gives for the isotropic ~imply supported
square plate, tho following center moment:
(9 )
.t-. 5. The purpose of Marcus47 approximate method 1s to pre-
sentsimp~e approXimate tormulas for maximum bending moment
in the plate for various span ratios, border conditions and
for both uniform load and concentrated load at the center ot
the plate. The only border condition considered here is the
- 11
case ot e. simple support • 'rhe maximum m.oments in the x and
y spans are comput~d by the cross-beam method given in
equation (2) for the most unfavorable load condition consid-
ering the type of support. Because of the torsional moment,
the direct moments may be reduced:
(10)
~
\
and correspondingly -;max (by interchanging x and y).' For a
p
freely sup,ported square plate we have that Px =Py • 2' and
px.l~ p-12
Mxmax • 8 = -16 so that the reduction rector becomes:
5 Px 7
v • 1 - '6 P DI2 DO. 584
In this case it is to be noted that 42 per oent or the load
p is carried by the torsional moment. The oenter moment in
the plate according to equation (lO) is:
2
JaI' =O.584. px•l • O.0365p.12 • ..!- p12 (11)
%maX 8 27.4
or only half that found by equation (2). The result of this
approXimate method is accurate enough as evidenced by the
c~ose agreement with the result obtained in equation (9).
C..ObJections to the Use of the 'l'heory or Isotropic Plates
tor Reinforoed 'Concrete Slabs~
1. Atter the concrete cracks, the toreional moments dis~
appear due to the inability of the reinforoement along to
(13 )
-12
transmit shearing forces. At low 10a48, the torsional moments
oarry an appreciable part Qf the load, but as the cracks 000\11"
with increase in load, the torsional resistance decreases rap-
idly. Therefore the defleotions increase taster after crack-
ing than before. Special reinforoement w111 be necessary to
utilize the carrying oapaoity of the torsional moments atter
oracking takes plaee. It safety against ultimate failure is
the criterion, -the cross-beams method of design should be
used rather than the plate method.
2. In the general equation for the curvature in the x and
y-directlons, in addition to »x and My the values El and m
occur whioh for reinforced ooncrete vary, with the load. It
1s therefore incorrect to assume these values constant in the
piate equa.tion:
04J 04 J 04J P 1
-+2 +---(1 ... -) (12)
ox4 sx20yZ oy4 - EI m2
Hr. HUber48 therefore proposed that tor t?Jo-way slabs (slabs
reinforced parallel to the direotions of the supports) these
variables be included in'the plate equation. setting Exlx
tor the x-span and E11y tor the y-span, gives:
041' ExIx+Eyly 04 r t 4r 1
Ex1xox4 ... m QX2oy2' EylYOy4 - P(1 - m2 )
Jlr. Ritter49 has shown theoretically that 1n the craoked
state, the moment of inertia. to use 1s I, which disregards
..~
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the tension area of the concrete (Transformed Moment of In-
ertia), while Poisson's ratio, ml (!-) is given by the
)11
formula:
(14)
For ordinary reinforcement ml becomes three to four times'
m, In equation (13) the factors containing m..~ are small
when ml is used, as compared to the other factors. We may
set ml = ~, and equation
84!
-+
8x4
(13) takes the
84 rEy IY4 = p8y
simple form:
(15)
'.',
Since the rigidity index (EI) changes trom point to point we
have to assume a certain value at each section in the first
calculation and in the tinal computation adjust these values
,
so that they can resist the total bending moment.· Ritter
the three cases:
.~.
has shown that for a freely supported rectangul~r beam in
which the ratio between rigidity at center and at support:
1-1/2 and 2, the center moment will be for
12 12 1 2 1 2R---, -E-- and E-- = about E-- respect-
13 • 7 17.3 2Jt2 20' -
ive~y. The classic theory for the homogeneous plate should
not be used in cases where the torsion~l moments may disap-
pear because of cracking,'caus1.ttg.. the load to be transferred
-to direct bending. In such a plate. the deflections will be
large, causing a readjustment to take place before failure,
-14
and distributing the moments more equally over the whole
seotion. For the,computation of such plates. we have to
make usee ot the plasticity theory and include the vari-
ables due to non,.linear stress-strain behavior.
3. Present Design - From Westergaard t s theoretical
solution of the problem which is much too complex fO,r or-
dinary engineering work. certain empirical relations are
derived. trom which. on sUbstitution of the proper value
for length or span with due consideration for the end con-
ditions. moment coeffioients are'obtained that give approx-
imately the same result as did the theoretical solution.
Most of the building eommissions in existence in America
have acoepted Westergaard's work as the basis for their own
codes. but have applied their own changes for various reas-
ons. The result is that no standard code has been adopted
and the des1p ot two-way slabs therefore depends upon the
locality in whioh they are tabe built. Fig. 7 and 8 illus-
trate very well the discrepancies in the moment coeffioients
for the same conditions given by different oodes50•
II. TEST PROGRAM
1. Objeot and General Outline - This program (Fig.
S) "asoriginally designed to stUdy the effect of' the ratio
of the sides of the panels and the effect of continuity on
the behavior of ,simply supported two-way reintorcedconcrete
slabs. Since most two-.~y slabs are supported on monolithic
I.
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III. MODEL INVESTIGATION
1. Specimens - The brass models were used in prefer-
ence to celluloid and aluminum models beoause the beams could
be eas11y brazed to the plate and appreoiable deflections
could be obtained under relatively small loads. The brass
models were scaled down from the prototype by the ratio 1/12
for the horizontal dimensions.
The thiokness of the brass plate was 0.042 1n. which
gave· measurable deflections without straining the plate be-
yond the elastic 11mlt B.nd did not introduceoatenary aotion
to any notioeable degree. The bs.sic panels wera 5 by 5 in.,
5 by 7-1/2 In., and 5 by 10 in. with a thickness of 0.042 In.
In eaoh case. One set ot models were simple supported on
knife edges along each side ot the plate. A corresponding
set of models were supported by beams brazed to the edges of
the plate.
For the square panel, the beams were designed on the
equal maximum stress In the beam and in the plata, a.s comput-
ed by the present deslgn formulae. The moment ooefficients
used for computing stress in the plate are those given by
Westergaard's empirical tormu~as. The load distribution to
the beams was taken to be that shown lnFig. 10. Each long
beam i8 assumed to carry the load superimpo s'stl on one of the
trapezoids while each short beam carries the load represent-
ed by the triangle. The loading of the beams 1s assumed to
.~ .
, /
- 1'1
be uniform for purposes of computat ion. standard practice
calls for the same size short beams as the long ones and
that is the procedure that was followed. However, the beams
designed for the square plate were used thrOUghout the inves-
tigation since they were large enough with respect to the
thickness or the plate. ,The beams were 0.22 by 0.22 in. and
when brazed to the plate the effective depth of the beam was
0.262 in.
2. Test Methods - The defleetion surDaoe of the plate
was determined for all the models as well as deflection curves
of the beams tor the models in which beams were used to sup-
port the plates. In the case of the beam supported plates the
~tation of the end and center of each beam was important. The
method used for securing this information 1s shown in Fig. 12
and 13. The first Of these figures 1s an illustration or the
5 by lO~in. simply supported brass plate While the latter is
the corresponding plate supported on beams.
The support ot the plates without beams consisted ot
edges approximately 1/16 in. in width. The beams in the beEm-
supported plates were supported at the corners by columns with
square capitals 0.2 in. on a side.
The loading was accomplished by means or water tanks
with thin flexible rubber bottoms. The so-called zero load
for the tests was the weight of the tank plus about 25 grams
per square inch. The load was added in three equal increments
I~
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to a maximum load or 120 grams per square inch or 0.264 p.
s.l. The wster was mea.sured by a grad.uated. eyllnder. The
original load of 25 gr. per sq in. is applied in order to
insure better bearing.
The deflections were obtained by means of Anies dials
which could be read to the nearest ten-thousandths of an inoh.
These dials were attached firmly to a solid base as shown in
the figures and could be moved around under the plate or the
beams. They could be set in position to the nearest quarter
of an inch in either direction by means or the lines drawn on
the dial support and on the baseplate. The columns did not
allow deflection readings to be f4ade near the corners.
In lig. 13, the mirrors used in obtaining the rota-
tions, are shown. The rotation was mea:sured by setting up a
transit five to ten feet from the model and sighting through
the mirror, to a scale about fifte·en feet from the model. The
scales were graduated to fiftieths of an inch and were attach-
ed to a solid trame.
3. Test Data - The testa were run as outlined a.bove.
The deflections at any point were tOWld to be proportional to
the load within experimental error thus proving that catenary
action did not enter into the problem to any marked degree.
Since the deflection was proportional to load the
only curves plotted were tor the maximum. load applied. The
data obtained are illustrated in Fig. 14 an 23. These tigures
.~
-~
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illustrate deflections along the center lines tor the various
panels and tor the different conditions of support.
All deflections referred to and plotted hereIn are in
unite ot ten-thousandths ot an inch and will be referred to
hereafter as units of deflection. Fig. 24 to 29 represent
defleotion contours as a percentage of the center deflection.
These figures will be discussed in detail later. The angular
rotation ot the "beams are recorded in Table I (Fig.11). The
tensile modulus ot elastici"'ty:as determined tor one ot the
plates was 16,500,OOO.p,s.i.
4. Analysis and Discussion of Data - A. Square Plate
Fig. 14 and 15 represent the center line deflections of the
simply supported brass plate and the brass plate supported on
beams respeotively. Fig. 24 and 25 represent the defleotion
contours plotted .8S percentages ot the center deflection. The
contour diagrams tor simply supported plates cheek very well
with the theoretioal diagrams. The plates had the tendency
of flattening out in the oenter. The, simply supported plate
shOWS circular contours in the center approaching parallelism
with the sides where the derlections are small. The results
obtained by assUl.l11ng fourth power distribution of the load
are plotted in Fig. 14. This meth.od makes use of unit strips
in the center of each span and assumes that they are simple
beams with the same center deflection as the observed deflec-
tion ot the plate at the center. The load required to produce
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this deflection is computed ' ;. by use of the elastic curve
of deflection. The deflectlonsalong the beam are computed
from the elastic curve. The close agreement between the
theoretical deflection curves and the observed center line
deflection at the square plate is remarkable inasmuch as the
basic assumptions do not 8pproxim.ate the actual conuitions.
In the case of the square plate supported on beams a
similar method was employed•. The unit strips in this case
wera assumed to be simple beams, uniformly loaded with the
same load as in the previous case but having a restraining
moment applied at the ends. This restraint wa.s oomputed as
the end moment tha.t would be necessary to reduce the oenter
defleotion of -the simply supported beam in the previous Case
to that of the observed difference between the center deflec-
tionot the beam and of the slab in the ease of the plate
supported on beams. The result is plotted in Fig. 15 and in
spite of the assumptions the theoretloal values again cheek-
ed very olose with the observed deflections.
The result s of an aillalysis of the problem by ditfer-
enoe equations were also plotted on Fig. 14 and 15. For the
simply supported plate it was assumed that the deflections
along the supports were zero with no restraining moments.
This assumption was incorreot, inasmuoh as the edges of the
plate were not tied gown rigidly. .However , the fact that
.
the edges of the loading tank were .directly over the supports
undoubtedly produced a oertain amount of restraint against
I -~
)
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rising. The results obtained check: within experimental
error with the observed data as evidenced in Fig. 14. The
differences between the observed and the calculated deflec-
tions can be accounted for since the assumption that the
deflection along the support is zero would reduce the ob-
served deflections if that condition prevailed.
For the plate supported on beams, the analysis 01'
the problem by difference equations assumed that the slope
over the support was zero and that the supports were elas-
tic. The load distribution to the beams was taken as being
one-fourth the applied load on the slab for each beam and
.uniformly distributed over the beam.s. The deflection 01' the
beam at the various points of intersection with the elastic
web· was computed from the elastic ourve of the beam. The
center deflection as computed by this met~od was 5.0 units
as compared to .the observed deflection of 6.0 units. This
'Was not a proof of the accuracy of this assumption of load
distribution inasmuch as the center deflections were rela-
tively small, and almost any theroetical distribution ot load
would check reasonably well. The supporting beams at right
angles to the beam under consideration undoubtedly introduce
a fixing moment at the end of the beam. Since this tactor
would reduce the deflection still more, the assumption of
. uniform load is probably incorrect and the actual loading Is
undoubtedly more severe than that produoed by a uniform load.
- ~ - - - - ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - -
*see appendix
)-,
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The assumption Q,t zero slope over the support was
incorrect because rotations ot the beams were observed as
recorded in Table I. A solution of the problem on this
basis therefore gave smaller deflections than the observed
deflections which was to be expected, tor the reasons given
a.bove. However, Fig. 15 shows that the error in.trodueed
was not very large~
The results of the difference equation solutions ot
these problems are also plotted on the d.eflection contour
diagrams (Fig. 24 & 25). Again it 1s to be noticed that
the computed values check the observed well within experi-
mental limits.
The correlation between the theoretical and observed
results indicates that for homogeneous isotropio plates, .the
difference equation solution would prObably be an ezoellent
means of analyzing the problem if the support conditions are
accurately known. However, tor the average engineering prOb-
lem the work involved in obtaining such a solution would re-
quire too much time and would not be economical. Since the
outstanding theories of plate behavior are quite compatible,
it is probably safe to say that anyone of them would solve.
the problem of homogeneous elastic plates providing that the
border aonditions are known.
It was impossible to correlate the observed rotat:!ons
with the computed end rotations or the strips. The end rota-
tions of the strip as computed tor the plate on beams were
smaller than the observed values.
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On studying Fig. 15 it becomes evident that the
beams produce a rather large negativetixing mom.ent at the
edge of the slab. The fact that the deflections as compared
with the simply supported case decrease over the major por-
. tlon of the plate is the first evidence that the beams have
a beneficial effect on the behavior or the plate proper. The
ends of the center strip tend to lie' in a hori20ntal plane
which also indicates thezeffect of the beams. The fact that
the difference equation solution held fairly well even under
the assumption or zero slape over the support indicates that
the beams tend to fix the plate to a marked degree.
B. Rectangular Plate - Ratio of 3:2 ... Fig. 16 and 17
represent the deflections along the center lines ot the sim-
ply supported re~tangular plate while Fig. 18 and 19 give
the center line deflections for the rectangular plate on
beams. The deflection oontours tor these models are plotted
on Fig. 26 and 27.
The deflections sho" a decided tendenoy to flatten
out in the center of the rectangular plates. particularly
along the long axis.
As in the case of the square plate. the fourth power
distribution solution was used and the results are plotted·
on the various diagram.~. Again the theoretIcal 'and observ~d
values are qUite com.patible. considering the 8ssump,tions made.
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The difference equation solution for the case of the
simply supported plate ohecked rather well as may be noted
on the deflection diagrams (Fig. 16,17,26). The difference
can be accounted tor since the actual plate tested was not
tied down completely along the supports. As each point is
in error by approximately the same percentage it is quite
probable that the variations in deflections are dependent
upon the support conditions.
In the case of the plate on beams, the long beams
deflected nineteen units as oompared with a calculated de-
flection of thirty-three units based on uniform distribution
of the load on the trapezoid (Fig. 10). It is evident here
that the end restraint d,ue to the short beams at right angles
to the beams in question is rather large. Sinee the short
beams deflected six units as they did in the square plate on
beams, it is probable that the long beams carry the load
superimposed on the trapezoid. However the distribution is
undoubtedly more severe than the uniform distribution.
The observed beam rotations are to be found in
Table I along with the rotations computed by the strip
theory, (Fig.ll).
The tact that the long beams deflect more than the
short beams. in the case of a non-yielding support, tends to
relieve the short span of the plate of part of the load it
carries. ,In this \Yay the plate is more effective since the
.....
,
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long span is forced to carry a greater portion of the load
than it would normally do in-the simply supported plates.
The above condition is probably one of the reasons
tor the differences in the computed and observed rotations.
The tendency towards fixity of the reeangular plates is
quite obvious on studying the diagrams.
c. !Gotangular Plate - Ratio of 2:1 - Fig. 20 and
21 show the deflections along the center lines of the simply
supported plate, while Fig. 22 and 23 give the center line
deflections tor the plate on beams. The defleotion contours
tor these models are plotted on Fig. 28 and 29 for half the
plate.
Again the flattening out ot the defleotions along
the major axis in the center of the plate is to be noted.
It is more acoentuated than in either the square plate or
tbe3:2 rectangular plate.
The fourth power distribution solution of the s~ply
supported plate and the plate on beams again checks very
well with the observed values. The difference equation solu-
tion of the simply supported plate also showed rell1arkable
agreement with the observed results.
The short beams deflected seven units as oompared to
the observed six units in the other two cases. The long
beams deflected 79 units as against 117 units round by com-
putation. The results or tests of the 2:1 panel ratio were
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similar to those of the square and 3:2 ratio specimens.
The action of the 2:1 ratio plates can be explained in
the same manner as the previous tests.
D. General - From the strip theory solution, the
load earriedin·each direetion was computed as a percentage
of the total load applied. The results of the computations
.are plotted in Fig. 30. The residue of the load was said
to be carried by the topsional moment and is also plotted
on Fig. 30 •. This figure is not in accordance with Marcus'
theoretical results, inasmuch as the load carrying capacity
of the torsional moment is not reduced as rapidly as the
theoretical resul'l;.s w-ith an increase in panel side. ratiol.
However, this does not prove or disprove the basic theory
since the assumptions of the strip theory do not approxim-
ate the actual conditions.
The results in general were very satisfactory. The
rotations did not prove to be very valuable as fas as being
able to correlate them with any theory. However, they did
indicate that the supporting beams are SUbjected to a tor-
sional moment.
IV. CONCRETE INVESTIGATION
1. Specimens - Eight concrete slabs were tested
during the course of the investigation. For various reas-
ons the ages of the slabs tested ranged from seven days to
nine months. The strengths of the eoncretewas found by
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tests on 3 by 6-1n. cylinders varied,from 3410 to 4920 p.s'.i.
The yield point of the reinforcement was 52,000 p.e.i. All
the slabs except 113 were subjected to 'periods of drying-out·
betoretestlng•. lUgh early sti!'ength cement wqs used tor
slab lB. 'The average modulus ot the concrete was 2,000,000
p. s.l. -'I~be reason 10rthe towmodulus.was'cl.ue to tl1e tact
that the concrete 'was dried out when tes1:l'ed. This permitted
the: squeezIng of ,the ooncrete into the empty water pOres.:
giving larger unit strains.' thanwou14 have occurred if the
water had to be forced out of the pores.-
Table A, immediately follow.1ng, gives the mix
strength of concrete, cement-water ratio, age, and the type
of support for each slab.
TABLE A
~':(; CONCRJ!,'TE DATA FOR SLABSSlab MiX~ Cement- ConcreteNo. ~ ~w Water ~ strength.- Ratio poSe i.
.1 Simple 1: 2.52 • 3.78 1.55 9 mo.•
1A Beam 1: 2.90
·
3.55 1.40 35 days 3820•
1ll Beam 1: 2.50 • 3.76 1.50 35 days' 3410•
In Beam 1: l.o? • 2.50 1.60 7 days ,4920•
2 Simple 1: 2.52 • 3.78 1.45 '} mo. 4350•
2A Beam 1: 2.63 • 3.97 1.50 4 'mo. 4430•~ 3 Simple 1: 2.08 • 3.14 1.50 35 days 3880•
I SA Beam 1: 2.50 • 3.76 1.50 35 days 3710•
- - - - - - -
..
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
Slabs 1, ·2, and 3 were simply supported, WhIle the
others were supported OIl mc:>nolithie beams. Series 1 westhe
1:1 ratio, series 2 the 3:2 ratio and series 3 the 2:1 ratio.
.~
,
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The horizontal dimensions or the panels were 5 by 5
ft •• 5 by 7-1/2 ft •• and 5 by 10 tt. as measured between the
center lines of support. These dimensions were taken as be-
ing approximately half those of ordinary two-way slabs. The
depth of the slab was made t.hree inohes in all oasas.
Using this slab depth and Westergaard's empirioal
formulae the slabs were designed on the basis ot simple sup-
port in the plain slabs and full continuity over the support
in the cases of the slabs on beams. Slab lB. did not have any
reinforcement in the slab proper. The reinforcement necessary
in the other slabs was determined by the ordinary design form.-
ula using one-half inoh as cover on the bars in the short span.
The working stress in the steel was taken as 18.000 p.s.i.
The depth ot the beams was designed to produce the
same maximum compressive stress in the conorete ot the beams
as in the slab. The load carried by each beam was taken to
be that indicated in Fig. 10. with the long beam taking the
load superimposed on the trapezoid and the short beam that
on the triangle. The load was assumed to be unlfor~y dis-
trib~ted Over the beam~ and the reinrorcement was designed
using the depth previously determined and the moment computed
for this loading.
For the square slabs on beams the reinforoement for
the beams was designed tor an applied load on the slab or
six hundred pounds per square foot. As in the model investi-
gation, the short and long beams were made exactly the same.
The design load was three hundred pounds per. square foot.
~
I
I
I, ~
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The A. o. I. Oode requires a maximum spacing tor the
reinforcement of three times the depth of the sla.b and this
was the controlling factor for the long spans of all panels.
There was a bar placed at both center lines in all slabs. In
the ease of the square simply supported panel, the steel used
was 3/8-tn. round deformed bars spaced 6-3/4 in.- in both spans.
All the slabs were reinforced with 3/8-1n. round deformed bars
and only the spacing will be given henceforth. For the 7-1/2
by 5 ft. simply supported slab the spacing was 6-1.4 in. in
the center halt of the short span and 9 In. in the long span
and the end quarters of the short span. The 10 by 0 ft. sim-
ply supported slab had g-in. spacing in the long span and the
outer quarters of the short span with a 5-1/4 in. spacing in
the inner half of the short span.
For slabs 1A and IAA the spacing of both the negative
and positive steel in the slab was nine inches. The first and
third bars on either sid.e of the oenter ber were bent up.
Slab IB had no reinforcing at all In the slab.
The long span of Slab 2A had 9-1n. spacing of the re-
inforcing while the short span had 7-1/2 in. spacing in the
oenter half and 9 -in•. spacing in the outer quarters for both
positive and negative relnrorcement. The rlrst and third
long bars on either side of the long center llr:16 Vlere bent up.
The first, third and fifth bars on either side of the short
center line yere bent up.
.~
......
(
t
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The long span or Sla.b SA had nine-inch spacing while
the short span had nine-inch spacing for positive and slx-
inch spaoing for negative reinforcement. which was increased
to nine-inch spacing in outer quarters. There were eight
bent-up bars in the short span and four in the long span.
Round deformed bars of one-half inch diameter were
used in all the beams. For the square panel the beams were
4-1/2 in. wide by 7-3/4 in. deep inclUding the cover nnd the
thiokness of the slab. There were two halt-inch round bars
in each of the beams of lA, lll. and lB. All three specimens
had vertical 1/4-1n. round stirrups in the beams although un-
der the present code they were not required. They 'Were used
to avoid the possibility of 8. shear failure due to a combina-
tion of direct shear and torsional shear. The steel in the
beams of lA was not continuous around the corners as may be
seen in Fig. 31. Wlngswere built on III so that the steel
in the beams would be contlnuousover the support. Fig. 32
and 33 SllOlf the form and the steel used in sls.b lAA. The
steel in the beams or Slab IB was hooked around the corners
into the adjacent beams.
Slab 2A had its 6-1/4 by 9-7/8 in. beams reinforced
with two liZ-in. round deformed bars. HOwever, this speoi~
men did not have stirrups-sinc~ it.was·the first slab on·
beams designed ~dthe A.C.I. code was followedvlgorously •
.•...... .
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Slab SA had. three 1/2-in. round deformed bars in its
7-1/2 by 11-3/4 in. beams. The beams had vertical 1/4 in.
round stirrups, which was sufficient shear reinforcing to
oarryt~he entire load even atter the concrete cracks.
The steel in the long beams or all the slabs on beams
had a oover or. approximatelY 5/8 of an inch while· in the short
beams the oover was 5/8 of an inch in all the slabs on beams
except 1M in which the co·ver was l-l/e in.
The reinforcing was welded together in all the slabs
except 2A in Which case it was tied by wires. All bars were
hooked at the ends.
2. Test Methods - The information desired included
the derlection surfaoe of the slab, the deflection curves of
the beams, and the rotations or the beams. Due to the lack
of deflection diais it was necessary to limit the observa-
tions to the center line defleotions of each slab. The de-
r~eotions were measured with respect to the edge or the slab
in the simply supported cases and with respeot to the beams
in the case of the beam supported slabs.
The support ot the plates without beams was on five
layers of celotex Over til 1-1/2 in. roller Which in turn was
supported on a steel section with sufficient moment or iner-
tia to prevent exoessive defleotion. The sleb on beams was
supported on 3-1/2 in. square wooden blooks at the corners.
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Mirrors used in obtaining rotation are shown in the
figure. The procedure used in measuring t~e rotation was the
same as outlined 1n the model investigation. The deflection
of the beams waemeasuredby a fine w1r:e and a scale gradu-
ated to one-fiftieth of an inch.
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The clamps visible on the faces of the beams were
the menns of supporting the angles which in turn supported
the dials along the center lines. In the simply-supported
case there were four-inch gaps in the celotex to allow the
dial supports to pass through. The dials used in obtaining
the defleotions were of three different sensitivities. The
sensitivities were HiJ in. t 1(14 in., and 103 millimeters.
All deflections however, were reduoed to 10; in. and expres-
sed in those units. The dials were located by coordinates
with the center of the slab as the origin.
The oenter defleotion of the beams and the rise of
the corners of the slabs were recorded in units of hundredths
of an inch. These measurements were not accurate as compared
to the measurements obtained by means or the dials.
The load was applied. in increm.ents of one hundred
pounds per square toot. The varioua readings were taken for
each of these one hundred pound intervals with the zero load
on the slab ranging between one hundred and two hundred
pounds per square toot, which inclUded the dead load ot the
loading system.
3. Test Data - The data cannot be reproduced in de-
tail in this thesis because it 'WOuld require too much space
and the deflections were relatively unimportant since they
could not be related to the stresses or moments that occur
in the slab. HOwever, typical cases were chosen and are
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plotted in Fig. 35 to 40. The center line deflections of
Slab 3 were sUbJeot to error since on completing the test
it was found that the dIal supports touched the supporting
beams. The center deflection of the slab,plotted against
the applied load for Slab lA. is shown in Fig. 41. Since
the curves for the oth.er slabs are similar they are not
plotted. The center deflections of the beams are not re-
oorded sinoe the readings were not sensitive enough. The
rotations are plotted as a funotion or the load for the
. .
case of the Slab lB on beams (,Fig.42). For purposes at
comparison the end and center rotations of each slab on
beams is recorded in Table 2 (,ig. 43) tor a loa.d of approx-
imately 500 lbper sq·tt.
The orack study is reco~ded in Table B. The ultim-
ate strengths or the slabs in pounds per square toot are
also glvan.
TABLE B
BEHAVIOR OF BLABS UNDER LOAD
Slab First Crack General First Crack Ultimate
No. Beam Craek.1ng Slab Load
~ of Beamsp.s.f p.s.t. p.s.f. p.s.t
1 562 1565
1A 540 "140 1040 1455
lAA 536 636 936 2320
lB "116 816 1525
2 488 1270
2A 384 589 688 1170
(1"l5(shrinkage)
3 5fJ6 1190
~ SA '~8 't~~ 965 970
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- -
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The ultimate loads as recorded tor Slabs 2 and 3 are
lower than they would actually be if the tipping of the grill-
age beams had not made it impossible to complete the test.
Slab 1 could not be tested to failure because the grillage
system collapsed during the test. However, at this time all
these slabs were approaching the yield point of the steel as
was evident by the wide craeks, the excessive visible deflec-
tions and the reduced rate at whioh the slabs resisted the
load. Fig. 44 and 45 show Slabs 2 and 3 respectively in their
fina.l cracked state. Slab 1 cracked in the 9.xpected pattern
with the cracks r~nning out along thedlagonals to the corner
and forming squares at the center or the slab. The shrinkage
cracks In the long span ot Slab 3 are rarely visible. These
shrinkage cracks were partly oaused by the plaoing of the
steel in immediate contact with the bottom. or the forms. The
appearance of the cracks in Slab 3 seem to indicate that the
upper limiting ratio for two-way slabs should not be more than
1.5 for purposes of ecollomy.
The failures of Slabs lAA and lB were due to the yield-
ing of the steel in the beams. Fig. 46, 47, and 48 show the
. cracking and general shape assumed by lAA, while Fig. 49 and 50
show the oracking on the top and bottom of Slab lB.
Slab lA railed as shown in Fig. 31. The craok pattern.
1s shown in Fig. 51. This failure wa~ the basis for the design
of Slab lAA with the steel oontinuous over the supports.
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4~ Analysis and Discussl<:>n of De.ta - The center
line deflections can be approximated closely by the strip
theory as outlined in the model investigation. However,
the choice of the moment or inertia is not limited to a spe-
cificvalue since the appearance of cracks changes the ef-
fective moment of inertia. The only proof obtained by the
check betw8@n the observed deflections and the deflections
calculated by the strip theory 1s that the slab does approx-
imate elastic behavior with a rather de£inite value of the
rigidity index. EI. though its value Is unknown. E Is the
modulus ot elasticity. while I Is the erfective moment of
inertia.
The problem of the square slab on beams W8S .solved
by· difference equa.tions on the assumption of a simply sup-
ported slab on elastic supports. The deflections or the
! 4-
I
'i
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supports were computed as the deflections ot the concrete
beams with no cracks un.iformly loaded w1th one-qua.rter at
the total applied load on the slab. The result for the
center deflection checked within ten per cent with the ob-
served result for Slab lA under a loading ot five hundred
pounds per square foot. Fig. 42 shows that agreements at
other loads with the calculated values. will not be very good,
since the observed ourve of center defleotion in relation to
the load is not a straight line while the oaloulated deflec-
tions vary direotly with the load.
Conorete slabs under load do not behave elastically
as is shown by Fig. 41 and 42. The reduction in the moment
or inertia due to cracking as well as the reduction in the
modulus of elastioity are two of the causes tor the change
in the rate of rotation or deflection. These rates increase
as the load increases. Another reason is that ,the load car-
rying capacity ot the torsional moment is. reduced by the
cracks.
The beams of the slabs on beams are SUbjected to
torsional moments causing shear. Thlsshear adds to the
direct shear which reduoes the factor of safety against
shea.r f'ailure. However. the relative rotation of the cen-
ter and .the ends ot the beam are a amall percentage of the
total rotation at the center in the slabs studied during
this investigation.' This indicates that the shear caused
by· torsion is less than would be a.s<S\l:3led on casual inspec-
tion of the problem. Slab 2A failed in diagonal tension or
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shear while Slab lA showed what appeared to be diagonal
tension cracks at 1300 lb per sq ft. However, in the latter
case the stlrrups carried the load on up. to a. maximum of 1455 .
1b per sq ft. before ultimate failure ·took plaoe.
The orack study was satisfactory in that the oracks
a.ppeared in the expected order. 'fhe.load at which the tirst
crack appeared in the simply supported slabs indicated that
the tactor of safety against .cracking in slabs as compared
to craoking in beams ranged between 3 and 4.
The first Yisible orack in the beam supported slabs
occurred in the beams. General cracking of the beams was
evident before the first structural crack in the slab ap-
peared. It was observed and is brought out very well by
Fig. 46, 49, and 53 that the cracking in tl16 slab was caused
by the extension of the cracks in the beams rather than to
any independent action of the slab.
Slab lB was designed primarily to check the aoouracy
ot our proposed method ot design. The absence of reinforce-
ment in the slab proper in this case prevented a closer study
ot the cracks, since it was not oonsidered ~dv18able to have
an observer too near a specimen with such a radioal design.
Undoubtedly the loads at which the first crack and general
cracking ot the beams occurred, were lower than are given in
the ta.ble devoted to the crack study.P'or the SlUle reason
the appearance of the first craek in the slab was not obser-
ved. An interesting teature of this slab was the appearance
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or a negative moment crack on the top of the slab along one
ot the beams (Fig.50). No visible negative moment cracks
were apparent on any of the other slabs tested which may
have been due to the negative moment reinforcement supplied.
This orack in Slab 19 indioates that there was a tixing mo-
ment applied on the siab by the beam which is confirmed by a
stUdy ot the deflection curve ot the slab.
The center line curves of the other slabs on beams
. indicates that there were fixing moments applied by the
beams to the slabs proper. The flattening out ot the center
line deflection curve at the ends and also the reduction in
the center deflection as compared to the simply supported
slabs. supports this contention. Apparently design on the
basi~, of full fixity would be proper tor slabs on beams.
"The lon~ ,beams na~urall1 deflected more than the
short beams~ This oaused a larger center deflection tor
the long center line than for th~ $hort center line of the
slabs. The difference in the deflections was checked app-
roximately by the center deflections observed on the beams.
The 'effect of the different deflections of the beams is to
increase the effeotiveness of rectangular slabs as compared
with the simply supported cases. This is evident since a'
larger portion of the lOad must be carried in the long di-
rection than would be carried in the case ot unyielding
supports.
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The present design of slabs is undoubtedly conser-
vative. Slabs lA and lAA tailed in the beams despite the
fact that the beams were designed for six hundred pounds
per square toot while the slabs were designed tor three
hundred pounds per square toot.
Slab IB with no reinforcing In the slab proper also
failed in the beams. These failures indicate the conserva-
tlva design of the slabs as oompared wIth the beams.
V.PROPOSED·METHOD OF DESIGN lOR
SLABS ON IDNOLITHIC BEAMS
On the basis or the general shape otthe slabs after
loading (Fig.47 and 48), the observed small relative rota-
tions at the ends and oenters of the beams, and the knowledge
that the formation of the oracks in the slabs depended on the
extension ot the cracks in the beams, a study ot the problem
of two-way slabs on beams as two independent one-way systems
was undertaken.
The slab was oonsidered to be two T-beams,eaoh with
one flange in each direction and with halt the load carried
on eaoh T-be~~. The method of handling the problem was based
on ultimate loads rather than 'an working loads~
The steel was assumed to be at its yield point
stress while the concrete was stressed to its full comvres-
. .
sive value. The stress distribution in the concrete wa~
taken as rectangular and the following .diagram illustrates
the method or attack.
1
"'"
I
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In these equations the unknowns are C, d', and.M for
a given section, and it is possible to compute the applied
load necessary to produce the assumed stresses in the con-
crete and the steel. Thus the method 1s directly applicable
tq the cheoking of a designed seotion tor ultimate load. It
is impossible to find directly from the ultimate load the
required depths ot the slab and ot the beams and the area or
steel required in ea.oh~ However, design of the slab by the
present methods which are safe, and use of trial and error
methods to determine d will solve the problem.
In the case of checking a given design the follow-
ing relations are true wh$re fa and f$ are the yield-point
stresses of the steel and A and As are the areas of the
steel in the beams and the slab respec~ively:
4. 'f = t s As
5. T' = rs A~
6. C = T + T' = r& 2(d-d')b
Since in (6), d' is the only unknown, its value oan
be determ.lned. Knowing d' and d" M. can be computed from
a
equation (3). Since M • W: in the non-continuous slabs
where is the span and. w the load per. unit length, w may
be computed. With the load pe~ unit length known, the load
per unit area can be computed, being equal to VI/b.
--f
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In'order to illustrate the method, the complete
computations tor Slab lAA will be presented here. In this
slab one span had the steel in the slab proper in the lower
layer with the steel in the beams in the upper layer, while
the other span had the opposite. The first span controls
in this case.
The various dtmensions and strengths involved in
the solution 01' this slab. were as follows:
b .. 32.25 in. t -f' • 52.000 p.s.i. A' • O.S8Ssq in.s s s
d • 6.125 in. 1" • 3410 p.s.i. --t. 60 in.c
d, III 3.312 in. As == 0.39 sq in.
From these values the ultimate load per square toot
is computed a.s follows:
T all Asfs• 0.39 (52,000) -.20,250 lb.
T' .. A.fa == 0.385 (52,000) == 20,000 lb.
C .. T + T' • 20,250 + 20,000 • 40,250 lb.
C CII t'c2(d-d' )bllll40,250-3410(2 )(6.l25-d' )(32.25)
or
d' a 6.125 - 0.189 • 5.~36 in.
hence
U == Td' + ~'(d'-d,) • 20,250 (5.94) + 20.000 (5.94-3.31)
.. 172,700 in-lb.
w == §l. 8(172,700) = 384 Ib per linear in.
1.2 (60) 2
W == law • 4608 Ib per linea.r ft.
F • ~ • 4608 x 12 • 1715 1b per sq rt.
b 32.25
II
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Since we took the effective area of the slab as that
between center lines of the supports as the basis for com-
puting our observed total loa.d per square toot, it is neces~
sary, in order to correlate the two, to compute this calcu-
lated loading on the same basis.
p'. w •~ x 12 = 1845 lb per aq ft.
b-2.25 30
The actual load at ultimate failure was 2320 lb per sq ft.,
or an erre>r or twenty per cent in the safe direction.
Slab IB was calculated by this method tor an ultim-
ate.load ot 1420 Ib per sq tt. as·against an observed load
ot 1525 Ib per sq ft., ,m error of seven per cent in t.he
safe direction. Slab lA did not fall due to yield point of
the steel and the cracking had not progressed tar enough to
take advantgge of the.slab steel. Thus the calculations
would be tar from the truth and are not presented.
The long span in Slab 2A was approaching its yield
point when the beams :failed in shear. It'or this slab the
computed rl!l.il~r8 was at 1100 lb per sq tt., while the a.ctual
failure Inbeam shear was at 1170 lb per s~ ft. The error
would have been in the safe direction for moment failure
since it was in that direction already at shear failure.
-The lo.ng span in Slab 3 A had a poor bar 1n it which
fractured. The computed loading lias lOl5~lb per sq ft.
whereas 1t failed at 970 11:> ·per JJ~~'t:'t... It 1t had not been
for the poor bar the design would probably have been safe
- 45
again. As it was. the error was less than five per cent.
On the basis of our observed data and the assumption
of a.dequate shear reinforcement, this method of design seems
to be worth while. There Is nothing very radical about it
and the easy computations are a point in its tavor. Of course
a-raotor of safety must be chosen to make this design effect-
ive.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCI..t1SIONS
Based upon the behavior of the slabs and models test-
ed during this investigation, and sUbject to the limitations
imposed by them, the following summary and oonclusions are
presented.
1. The behavior of elastic plates under load can be
solved by means of any or the 'theories that check Marcus'
theory if border conditions are known accurately.
2. The present codes for two-way slabs are conserva-
tlve.
3. In the case of sim.ply supported slabs the econ-
omical upper limit for ratio or sides is prob8bly 1.5.
4. Until the appearance ot the first visible cracks,
two-way reinforced ooncrete slabs approximate a homogeneous
elastio material.
5. The factor of safety against cracking in simply
supported slabs as compa.red to cracking in beams ransesbe-
tween 3 and 4.
!~
I
I
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6. The torsional moment· load-carrying capacity is
not to be oounted on after cracking.
,. In the case or two-way slabs on monolithic beams,
the beams are the primary section and should be designed
stronger than the slab.
S. In non-oontinuous panels the beams along the non-
oontinuous edge or edges should be designed carefully with
provision for shear induced by torsion as well as for direct
shear.
9. Under present design requirements of a certain
minimum thickness, the steel in the sla.b proper is not ef-
feotive until atter the steel in the beams has passed the
yield~polnt stress.
10. The failure of the slab proper may be termed a
secondary failure 1n that it is caused by the beams.
11. The deflections and torsional rigidity ot the
supporting beams enables the slab proper to oarry larger
loads before failure.
12. For slabs on beams the entire load must be
.a
carried in eaoh direction, or K = -1 for any span.
a
13. An increase of the emount of steel in the beams,
even at the expense of & decrease in the amount in the slabs,
'would increase the ultimate load-carrying cap&l:citY.
14. The desIgn on the basis of one-way T-beams seems
to agree very well with the observed results. The slabs
supported on monolithic beam.s should be designed on the basIs
of full. continuity over the support.
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A P PEN D I X
ANALYSIS OF HOMOGENEOUS ELASTIC PLATES
~----~--------------------------------
It is the purpose of this seotion to develop the
formulae derived by Marous , and to show their applioation
to the problem of reotangularplates supported on all sides.
NOMENCLATURE
p = load per unit area
t = defleotion
z = distanoefrom mid-seotion
displaoement in x-direotion at distanoe z from
mid-seotion
~= displaoe~ent in y-direotion at distanoe z from
mid-seotion
EX, £y, £z = strains in x, y,and Z direotions
ax, ay, az = unit direot stress in x, y, and z direotions
E = Young's Modulus of Elastioity
~ = Poisson's Ratio
G = Shear Modulus
'rxy = unit shear on plane of constant x in direction of OY
"t zx = un! t shear on plane of oonstant z in direot ion of OX
"t zy , "txz' "tyx' "tyz are defined similarly
Sx = moment about y-axis per unit length in y-a.irection
due to ax
Sy = moment about~-axis per unit length in x-direction
due to cry
«
"
t xy = moment about x-axis per unit length in y-direction
due to shear 'txy
+ 04~
" ~ 4
·uy
tyx a moment about y-axi$
due to shear ~,yx
'0
2
' ~l\r == ox2 + oy2
l\l\r = 84, + 2 04r
ox4 ox2oy2
per unit length in x-direction
2 Eh3N = plate Gtiffness factor = m
. m2 -1 12
S·: surface tension in elastic membrane
M 'Pi = N = elastic load
w == deflection of elastic membrane underelastlc load
~ x = dimensioB of, rectangular we'b in x-direction
2 y ... dimension of rectangular web in y-direction
Ri = tension in thread leading to i
001 = angle thread to i_makes with x or y~axis
Hx = horizo~ital component of B'a in x-direction
'fly = horizontal component of R's in y-dlrection
A plate may be defined as a slice between two pa~­
allel planes at a perpendicular distance, h; .apart bounded
by an arbitrary surface boundary.
Plates may be divided in general into four classes.
1. Membrane - Plates so thin that praotically all
the stress is carried by stretching of mid-plane of plate.
32. Thin Plates - Plates in whieh the stretching of
mid-plane plays a considerable part in sustaining 'the stress.
3. Medium Thiele Plates - Plates j.nwhich the stress
is mainly withstood by stresses in ,the pla&es~~ the plates
and shears perpendicular to the planes of the plates are
negligible.
4. Thick Plates - Plates in which transverse shears
play B. consideral',)le' part.
Concrete slabs normally come under the heading of
Medium-Thick Plates and therefore' that case is the one that
will be analyzed here.
The assumptions for Marcus' analysis are:
1. Plate is of a h.omogeneous material of thickness
h, small in proporti?n to other dimensions.
2. Plate is horizontal while applied forces are
vertical.
3. Hooke's Law is assumed to apply to the horizon-
tal strains.
4.. A straight line drawn veI"ticaIly througll the
plate before bending remains straight after bending. This
is analogous to the· aSSd]ftion that plane sections of beams
remain plane on b'eRGl.lng. I.'t ,fallows that the horizontal
unit stresses, tensions, compressions and shears in vertical
se9tions are distributed according to straight line diagrams,
as the tensions and compressions in a beam.
5. The middle plane is the neutral plane.
A right-handed set of axes, OX, OY in the mid-
section of the plate and OZ perpendicular' to the surface
of the plate, is chosen as shown in Fig. 1.
The plate is strained by the.force, p, so that a
point on the. mid-section is displaced a small amount, r
(zeta), in comparison to h. Fig. 2 shows an elementary
section with torces acting on it and Fig. 3 and 4 show
sections in x-z and.y-z planes.
The displacementss and ~ in the x and y direct-
ions at a distance z trom the 'mid-section may be expressed
as follows:
·4
(1 ) 5= -z 8';
ox
'7. • -z gBy
. 0~ 02(" .~x =~ = -z ---
... ox oxia
. 8"tEy· -.
. oy
Noticing that the normal stress O'z due to load on
the pla.te will be insignificant in eompa!ison with O'x and
O'y at som.a d.istanc~ from the mid-section, the law ot elas-
ticity.can be expressed as:
(3 )
( 4)
-*
From (3) and (2) ax and O'y may be expressed as follows:
Em2 1 Em2 toar' 1 oal~ax = - (EX + - Ey) = - - z - + -m~l m m~l . ox2 m By2
Ema 1 .. ' Em2 [o2l 1 o~
cry = m~l (£y + iii Ex) .. - m~l z (~y2 + iii ox2
(5)
/
5
The stresses crx and cry on a surface element are per-
pendicular to the horizontal stress~s 't'xy:, 'Cyx which mQY ·be
expressed by the elastic law as follows:
o.~ o~
'txy • 'tyx .. G (Ci +Bi)
The relationship between Gand E for a homogeneous
material is given by:
(6) - mEG=_.......-
2(m+l)
from whioh may be written:
(7) " .. 'C • _ ~ Z &2(
xy yx m+l. OX0Y
In surface elements there act parallel to OZ the
shears 'txz, "yzJ also in surface elements perpendicular
to OZ in directions OX and OY aot shears 't zx and 't' zy.
They are equal in pairs or:
"t zy = "tyz
Fig. 5 shows a small c~be of dimensions ax, dy,
dx, with the forces acting on it. For equilibrium of this·
oube there iafoed .by taking forces i».x-direotion.
(8)
or
O'tVT
--01...: dy dx dz
oy
O'tzx d
---zdxdy=O
.oz
(9) ~(jx + 0sy~ + 0'8ZX = 0
xy z
Similarly from foroes in y-direction.
(10) oay O1;xy O1;zy
-+-+--0oy ox oz
r
6
O'txz(11 ) ----....-=oz
Integration of (11) and (12) and substitution of
'txz • 't zy = 0 tor x ~ !h/2 gives:
(13 )
(14)
The stresses ax over a surtaceelement ot height h,
and width dy perpendicular to OX (see Fig.2) represent a
oo~ple about the Y-axis. Calling the oouple per unit length
in y-direotion.
(15) Sx dy =
similarly:
~2
016) . Sy dx = ( J' a z dZ)<Ix ..
-h/2
The aorizG!ltal shears 'txy ' "Cyx prod~Qe torques about
x and y axes t xy and tyx given by:
(17)
h/2
t xy dy CI, ( J "'XY',dZ)
-h/2
dy = - E.m h 3 .§:L dy
m+l 12 oxoy
- '7
(16)
h/2-
f ' . Em h3 82 ,tyx dx ~(, 'T:vv Z d'Z) dx =- - - - - dx01- m+l 12 ox8y
, -h/a
Finally the vertical shears 'T:xz and "'yz unite to
give average shears Vx and Vy such that:
Vx dy = ((+9 )
where:
h/zJ' "'xz dZ)
-h/z
A( == -8 2 ( + oal"
ox2 oy2
, (20)
h/z
J
-h/Z
"'yz dZ) dx == Em2 ~ .L (6~) dx
m2 -1 lZ oy
...
The resulting bending, twisting and shearing f orees
.
per~itlength of section of heig:ht h are given by:
S:x: :¢ '_ N '( -02( +. 1 S2{)
ox2 , m oy2
1 o2e ~Sy == - N (m ox2 + oy2)
(2f) t =- N (Bcl.)~
xy • oxcy
o
Vx :: ~ N Bi (Ar)
Vy == - N L (Ar)oy
Where:
o .2 0 3Na:~lL
m2-l 12
Taking equations (9) and (10), multiplying them
by z dz and integrating between limits z a: !h/2 gives
- 8
the following equatlQns:
(22) 8s1 + otXY _ V = 0
xOX, 8,.
For equilibrium of the verticalforc·es °an an ele-
ment of the plate carrying load p dx dy on its upper sur-
faee:
(2S) BVx 0 BV,..dy - dx • dx dy • P ax dy • 0
ox 81'
:mr:
oVx BVy
-·-·p=oox oy
(22) sUbstituted in (24) gives:
(25)
In this principal equation of plate theory is gi~en
the direct relation between load and stress moments.
(26 )
substituting (21) in (25) leads to:
84r 04 , 84 ( II
;-:{+2 ;3 . +;-4DoX ox~ey2 8y N
This is the fundamental equation for the investiga-
tion of plates.
9The determination of the deflection" is the most
diffl0\iltan:d principal part of the solution •. Complete
integration of the differential equation of the elastio
"surface varies trom those by ,inspection to sOme of almost
insurmountable difficulty.
There are several methods of solution such aa1(adai's
and Hencky's double-lnfinite series in trigonometrio and hy-,
perbolie funotions and the solution by minimum total work' of
deformation by Navier. Estanave. Simio. Ritz. Hager. Lo'renz.
-
and others. These solutions are admittedly approximate and
will not be disoussed further here.
The solution presented herein is also approximate
and the applioation is really that of differenoe equations.
In order to arrive finally at this differenoe equation solu-
tion it is necessary to study first the relation between the
elastic plate and the elastic membrane.
THE ELASTIC PLATE AND THE ELASTIC MEMBRANE
(27 )
The defleotion equation of the plate may ge w.ritteB:
&;a 02 02.( 02e =_p
6Ar = (ox2 + Oy2)(OX2 + Oy2) N
(28)
If M 1s equal to
11M 1:11 - P
then:
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This function M is a measure of the bending of the
pla1;e.. Since the curvature 01: the elasti~ su.rfaces is de-
termined by the quantities,
(29) ~ oa{ 1 S2(=
- -
=
- -
px O~2' py oy2
the relation between the sum of the moments,
(30 ) Sx + Sy = ~ N m+l. (.o~r + S~() = m+l M
m ~ 2 ~ 2 muX· uy
(31 )
and the curvature;
1 1 M m sX+Sy
---+-=-.=- -p~ . Py N m+l N is evident.,. '.
The function, M, is an invariant since its magnitude
1s independen~ of the Qhoice ofaxes~
Comparing the well known equation, d2~ ;:: _ P of the
dx
elastic beam with that of the plate (28) Am = -p the reci-
procal roles of the differential operator A and the dit-ter-
eBt1al coefficient (12 are easily recognizable as is that of
dx2
bending moment in beam and moment sum in plate" That leads
to the conclusion that there might be a relationship. between
the solution of the ditferentlalequation ot the beam and
that of the plate. The relationship becomes obvious on com-
paring the differential equations of a deflected plane elas-
tic membrane which is acted upon on the outside by a norma~
(32 )
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pressure p and within by film tension. For a small displace-
ment, w, of the membrane in the direction of the z-axis with
a surface tension S in every direction at every point under
the normal pressure p the following equation holds.
AW = - pS
A comparison of the two equations (28) and (32) leads
directly to the proposition., The surface of ..an elastic mem-
'rhe relationship betweBn the beam and the plate may
be followed yet further. It the membrane is loaded with an
elastic weight Pi = M. there resu&ts, for uniform surface ten-
N
siGn S == 1, a deflection Wi whiehmust satisfy the differen-
tial equatiom.:
(33 ) MAWi = - P:1 = - - = Ii 'C)I
.~::::-
From this equation arises the seeona theorem; -t.hEl .
slilrface af aD. elastic membrane under eonstant tension S :: 1
and the elastic weight P1 • ~ gives a representation of the
elastic surface of the plate.
In a like manner t the elastic curve of a beam 01'
moment of inertia; I, is represented by a cord under the
- 12
elastic loading Pi = L. This consideration shows that the
, . EI
well-knawn tkeorem abeut the bending moment and the formot
the e~astic beam is a special case ~t the new general theo-
rem abol1tthe elastic plate.
The'mOlnilnt sum, deflection and stresses in the plate
can be determined from (33), Knowing Ai =-Na r it follows
that:
, --,'
(34) -N (04(4 + m+'
ox m
(35) ,( 0,4;, ' m+l-+-
01'4 m
From (21) on the other hand, it is seen that:
(36)
(37 )
8S. = -N (O~ +~
ox4 m
ASy • -N (o4r +~oil m
04 (' + 1 Q4l)
ox20r' lit By4
o4r" + 1 04,r)
o~sy2 m o:x:4
leads to:
, 02Similarly letting m-l ---M... :: -JLxy and l!1:si:m€b (21)
. m oxoy
leads to:
(39) A t xy =r - 3Tsxy
o OM
V • - N - AC .-Y By oy
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From (38) and (39) is found the ttlir:d proposition;
the neutral surface of an elastic membrane under tension
S == 1 represents for the loadings JIX, .3fy, 3txy the sx'
Sy and t xy moment surface·s of the elastic plate.
Finally the value of the vertical shear in the
elastic plate can be derived from the neutral surface of
the membrane. From the equations:
8 oM( 40 ) Vx II: - N 8i At; == ti"'
is known directly the "relationships between the shears and
the slopes of the tangents to the elastic membrane.
From the above it is obvious that the mathematios
for the elastio plate is thrown back upon the soiution of
the two differential equations:
liM == - p, M=-1J
The next step in the solution of the protill.em is to
develop the relation between the elastic memQrane and the
elastio web.
THE ELASTIO :MEMBRANE .AND THE ELASTIC WEB
Theelastie membrane whose form. is determined b,Y.'
the equation:
( 41) Pliw lC - -S
is strained without shear.
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The surfaee stresses are pure tension equal in magnitude
across all sections. If the tension, S, per unit length
1s k:raown than we have for any position or direction R- SfJ
·for a section' a.t length.f anywhere.
If the membrane be dissected into separate strips
with a proper choice or position and order of these strips,
the lines of approach of the mean resisting forces, R, of
the inner resistance, represent a line net which covers the
membrane (Fig.6).
The forces R can be thought of as tensions in thin
threads which lie in the lines of approach. These threads
represent a web which takes the place of the elastic membrane
and may therefore be known as the elastic web. The shape of
the meshes of these webs as well as the number of threads th.at
meet in a point varies as is shown in Fig. 6a, 6b, and 6c.
The principal kinds or webs are:
1. Web with rectamgular meshes
2. Radial web
3. Web with triangular meshes
FOr the p~rpose af this thesis the triangular mesh
web and radial web are unimportant and will not be covered.
The web with rectangular meshes consists of two sets
of threads cros~ing each other at right angles, one set being
parallel to the x-axis and the other to the y-axis (Fig. 7 ) •
15
'I(
j
, To{ simplify the treatment we set 1x for dimension
of a mesh (measured in x-direction and 1 y for y-directioIh
," . .~.
-----~ ....-The form of the elastic web is given by the ordin-
ate, w, ere~t'Erd at the knot point (x,y) of the x-y plane.
At a point k on th$ x-y plane carrying a loa~, Pk,
the four adjacent tensiolas in the thread are: Ri, Rl , Rm,
and Rn • Desigmating the angles the tensions Fti and B£ make
with the x-axis by Wi and WI and the angles Rm and an make
with y-axis by wm and Wn, the thread tensions must satisfy
the equations:
eos Wi
-
RI cos wJ CI 0
cos e.tm - Rn eoa ton • ()
.~
(42 )
(43 )
(44)
(Ri(
(Rw.
. f1<: +(Rtsin wp-R sin wi)+(Rnsin·Wn -Rmsin t/.in)=O
By use of ~uxiliary equations:
Ri cos Wi == Ri cos {J.)p II: Hx
( 45 ) Rm eo s Wm. = BE. co 5 Wn II: Hy
these equations CaR be written in the fQ~:
( 46) Hx (tan wi-tan (HI) + Hy (tan tom- tan W;n) = Pk
If (AWk):x) ( A2wk)x; (Awk)y and ( A2Wk)y are
desigBated as the first and second differences li>etween the
w-ordinates of the knot-points which lie at distance ~x and
A. y from. the knot-point, .k, then evidently:
Ux taB ffJ!IJ II: VII - Wk • (Awk)x(47 ) (
(.1y tan ~m 2i: Vln - "k *= (AWk)y
(49)
r
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t2x{tan w-tan Wl}-(W'-"k)-("'k-W1)· y/-.21fk+Wj,=t(A2\Yk);x( , - '
(::ly{ts. Wn-ta.n, tIlfa)--(wn-Wkl-{Wk-Wm)- Wn-ZWk+WjnIll(Aa"k)Y
which with equatlGn (46) 81ves:
( 49 ) &. (A ~1ik )X ... :!!( l1 S ,,£: )1 • - Pk
2x ~J
(50 )
If Hx .. Hi" • :a OJ' Sx· Sy • s. thea:
1 1 p~( 51 ) 1;(a2 111dx +;; ( A,4wk '-yo C .. R
or
(52)
It j X D;( Y• .,{ there. resalts the slaplerequlrement
that:
(53) (1i:2wk )x ... (AZWk')y 1!1' .. Pi: ~. - Pk i 2
..hieh Can also be expressed by th&-.quatiou.:
)Pk ~.trik(54) 4'1fk - (w1 ... w..e ... "m ... wIl ) • -r ~ S
e It 1.",0 be noti~e4 that the eqt1atiorJ: (52) fer small
meshes J x • <ix, .11'. 41 passes ever 11'\1to the equatlonot the
elastic aembrane
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This shows the relation between the elastio mem-
brane and the elastio web. Also it can be seen. readily
that the cord is only a special case of the e.lastic web.
Letting Hx or fly beoome zero in equation (49) leads to
the equation of a stretched cord.
The next step is to develop the relationship be-
tween the elastic web and. the elastic plate.
THE ELASTIC WEB AND THE ELASTIC PLATE
Comparing the equation:
82M l)2M
- + - =-p
8x2 0112
with the difference equation:
shows that Mk .].-: Si'Wk must hold if :M and w are to satisfy
the same bou~dary conditions.
Plaoingthe elastim weight Pk = wk on the knot-
point of the web under tension S = 82 leads to the deflec-
tion z satisfying the equation.
(56)
For the ordinate ~ of the elastio surfaoe of the plate on.
the other hand:
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From the last two equations it follows that;
(51)
Through Mk c Slwk and equation (51) is expressed the ~ela­
tionship by which the moment sum M and the ordinate! of the
elastic plate is thrown back upon the deter.minations of w
and Z for the elastic web. The inner stresses of the plate
can be determined from the ordinates wand z.
neighborhood of the point, that:
(x-:qd (x-x~ ) ["0 (Y-Yn)( Y-n )-2Zi (Y-Yn )(Y-Ym II
+zf,l( Y-Ym) (Y-Yk)J
...2 (x-x)' ) (x-xi) [Zm( Y-Yn) (Y-Yk )-2Zk( Y-Yn) ( Y-Ymn
. ,+zn(Y-Ym)( Y-Yk)J
+ (x-xi) (x-xk) k.p (Y-Yn) (Y-Yk )-2z( (Y-Y.n)( Y-YmnL +zr(Y-Ym)(Y-Yk) J
For an approximation to that part ot the elastic
surface upon which the point k and the eight'neighboring
points lie, (Fig.8) it is assumed for the, elastic web in
the simple
It is obvious that the surface passes through the nine
points of the web. It might, under the assumption of small
web dimensions, be designated as the enveloping or ourvature
surface of the web at the point k.
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The corresponding equations for the midpoint, k,
with the coordinates x a ~ aJild y =
(aZk )x
=
:)x
Ykare:
---~
(59 )
( a2Zk)xy
:l y ~x
Putting these valu~~ into equation (21) in con-
junction with (57) and Mk :: SlWk leads to the following
values
. (60)
( Vx := 81 h: :: §l. (wi -Wi)(61) Ox 2:?xOw Sl (wn-wm)V == Sl- --Y oy 21. y
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Simplification of the expressions for inner
stresses by the values ~. = 8182 z, - M = Slw andN .
making use of wem measurements .-?x= A..y == '::l, leads to the
extrao,t4inarily simple forms:
(62 )
1 2 1N Sx = (2(k-(i- (,f) + iii <2Ck -em -Cn )
~ Sy .. (2(k-{m - (' n) + ~ (2rk - 'i -.r~)
.,.. .
The mesk width ~ must be taken in such a way that
the elastic line in the ranges i, k, -f, and m, k, ·n, does
not contain a point of inflection, for only under this as-
sumption will. the surface of the web be able to cover the
elastic surface.
The Bext step is to make S0me a;ppllcations of the
theory given above. The simplest ease is that of the
square plate uniformly loaded. and simply supported along
the edges. Simple support in this ~a:se means preventioB
'of the rise of the eorners but no introduction of moments
along the edges.
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As a first approximation let ~.,.= J. y == :l • i and
the load.i:ng '0e p per 'Unit area •. The side of the square
is 2s as shown·in Fig, ~a. From symmetry it follows that
there ~;re but three differellt types of pCi>ints •. Now by (54):
The solution of these sive's:
Mol ,. Slwl = '!!PA2 = 0.17188 paz
16.
14 ~2 0M2 == Slw2 • - pA: - 0.21875 pa'"'16
18
:MS = 31Ws • 16 px2 :c 0.28125 paz
Leading the web with the elastic weights Pk = Wk,
the following aqua·t;.ions result.:
A2 P 'J 4 11
4z1 - 2Zz "" w1 - • ::..-A- -
. S2 8182 16
4zz - (2Z1 + ZS) =- ;2' a: = !! p14
, 82 16 S132
. 2 4
') 18 p~
4zS - 4z2 :II: \Va $2'::: 16 S1~
Whence:
~1 8182 35 PA4 0.·03418 pa4c zl = - III. N 64 N '<I:<N
8182 48 P :.?4 pa4
?"2 • z2 = = 0.046875 -N 64 N \>ioN
"3 8132 66 p~4 pa
4
~ Zs :I - - = 0.06445N 64 N wN
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Letting ~ x • Ay =- i dividea the sqliare into 64
squares as shown in Fig. 9b, and then the equations be-
come:
P124wl-2w2·." -31
. p~2
4"2 - ("1+w3 +w5) =81
. pl2
4W3 - (W2+W4+W6) = -
31
. . ~2
4"4 - (2W3+W7) = L
.. 1
. ,~"
2pl
4"6 - (W3+·5+W7+W8) = 81 .
p;l2
41'17 - ('84+2w6+w9) =-81
. . pJ2
4w8 - ( 2W6+2"9) D 31
pJ2
4wg - ('87+2"8+W10)= -
81
The solution of these ten equations. letting
2p~ = A gives:
272 '
M1 = 81W1 = 309.5 A M6 = 31w6= 936 A
M2 == 81"2 = 483 A M7 • 31w7 • 986 A
M:3 = 311'3 .. 573 A Me = 81w8 = 1135.5 A
M~ = 31\'/4 = 601 A Mg = 31"9 = 1199 A
M5 = 31w5 = 777.5 A M10 = 31w10" 1267 A
Pa4:CA CI 0.0.26029 -
":1:' .N
. As4
Z"5 D 0.034151 T
'0 == O.OiS984j;pa4~~ N
, pat4
C 1";,' • 0 0°4244 -
.,;J .... ' II
-+
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The use of tbese 'w's as elastic loads with PJ , -'S,
2'123182
gives:
4S1 - !za • SOg.S 'B -ZS - 25 + 4z6 - Z7 - ze • i36 B
-zl + 4102 -zs -z5 • 4e3.a -z4-2z6 +4Z, -z9 • 9SG) B
-z2 +'·4zS ~z4 -z6 c 5'18 13 ~z, +4za -ZZi • 1J?35.5 13
-2~ +4%4 -z7 • 601 B -z7 -2ze +4zg -z10 • 1199 B
-232 +4ZS-2z6 -777.5 ~ -4zw +4Z10 • 1267 B
and the solution of these gives:
6182
since en· -.-- zn
4 -4
0.010603': 'Co == 0.043'13& e:
~., • 0.04699' ,a4
N
pa4t e.• 01056108 -;-
(g • 0.06032' pa4
Ii
" . 0&4~lO- -= (). 0&48'1'6~N
CompCil"'blS li's and t" 's for soe p01nt obtaIned by
solutions with /l .. i' and 1m t sh€rws that the maximum vari-
ation in • ·18 t'otlr per cemt while that 1ta C 1e one-halt or
Olf1e per cent.
The bendi.m.g mo.me:at per uni'& width may now be ob-
ta.ined :from the first t.wo equations or the set (62) . or;
Sx =~52t;k - ~ i - (1 )
By I: ~202t;k -~m ~Cn) 1 .+ -(2Ck -'i
m
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For example, at point (7) if m .. .!Q.
3
= 16~ ~2~, ..:,2Cc.) + 2. (2C, - C9 - C4)1 ==
a ~ u 10 U 0.14101 pa2
and k = ¥ :I: ~
. A. y 2
Sy? .. l:~ ~2C'7 - ~ 9 - C4) + 1% (2C, - 2 C6)J = 0.15350 pa2
The value at the c·enter is Sx = Sy .. 0.14544 paz
(for 1 = 0). By SUbstituti~g a"~, where b is equal to
m ' ~
the width of the Ji)late discussed, and :p == w as well as
I == 0 it reduces to M = Sx = 0.03G4 lfb2 whioh compares
m
favorably with value af 0,0369 wb2 found by Westergaa.rd.
The venter deflection af 0.064876 pa4 ehecks very
N
well with~stanave's 0.064~3 pa4 and Nadai'sO.0646 pa4 •
• • N
Other checks and val~es for.sx ' By, t xy , Vx and Vy at
various points may be found in Marous' book.
The ~ase of 8. rec.taBgularplate with side rati0 of
2:2 will now be treated (Fig.lO).
"') a bIn this case let AX .. 2' :{y .. 2'
Putting the ratio k2 into equations (52) an~ (56)
leads to the equations:
(52 t )
and
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k 2PXl y
2
== 81
(56 t )
or
For this case:
9 9. .., 2
2wk (1+-) - (Wi+Wi) - - (Wm+Wn) == Pk~
4 4 Sl
For uniform loading the equations become:
pa2
=.-
Sl
pa2
=-
Sl
Solution of these gives:
Ml = SlWl =0.106537 pa2
·M2 aD Slw2 == 0.130622 pa2
M3 = SlW3 = 0.138609 pa2
M4 == Slw4 = 0.171541 pa2
For the elastic loading the equations are:
-18Z1 + 26q
. , .' , 2&4
-lSze - 8za + 26z4::t:J 0.171541 ....: --
. . SlSe
Sim-oe ~ J!l • 'SlSa zn it tOllows thats
. N ' ,
C 1 c O.01303'1'1 pa4
N
pa4
, 2 • 0.0174196 »
4~ a • o. 0180830 p;
. ", :t:>a4
l;' 4 .. O.0!42215 '"'"if"
lOr the computatioD afth. stress momenta the
tollowlag relat10ns nold.
8 X·- '1 'I,~A8 (; ) x+!k2 ( Al~' )J•.Iz r4(ack-' I-t:l )+(~ )9(a~k-(m-r:nil.
'" :x lI. ~ a [ 10,
sy-- ::<:lt2(Aa"lY+ktA2')t:a [9(2'k-~.-'n)+~4(2'k"'( 1-{t.H
Mar<i:1is gives siailu results ter plates with dimen...
idons2:1" 3:'1, 4:1, aa well as tar plates with vary-iag
thlekJaess. 'flle method to be \t8ed in tAG cas,•.~f caneau-
trated loads 1s also given.
1-
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Westergaard arrives at the basie plate equation in
a more or less similar fashion as may be seen in his article
in the 1921 Proceedings of the A.C.I. His solution of th~
plate equation is also to, ~e found in the same reference.
Nielsen's method of difference equations is exactly
the same as Marcus' in its application. The reference 1s
given herein and is available for further information.
Marcus' method which for all practical purposes
may be ealled that of difference equations. is probably
the easiest of all the theoretical methods.








